1. GENERAL

1.01 This section covers the various arrangements of glass jar batteries in the wooden floater battery cabinets designed to house the KKCS type rubber jar battery. Some new connectors are required in connection with the transition from rubber to glass jar batteries which are indicated on the Tables and Figures herein.

1.02 Connectors: The rubber covered cable connectors are equipped with cast alloy terminals and shall be installed to re-place the present wiring as indicated on Figs. 2 to 11.

1.03 Wiring: Remove all wiring which is rendered unnecessary by the use of the new connectors.

1.04 Wiring Changes: Arrangements have been made to modify the wiring of stock cabinets at the supply house. Similar wiring modifications will have to be made in the field on existing installations as indicated on Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 7, when glass jar batteries are furnished.